**Notes:**

1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise stated. All distances in metres above Ordnance Datum (OD) Newlyn. Positions and distances in the plans are shown to the nearest millimetre and may vary by this amount.
2. The information on this drawing is given for guidance only and is not to be taken as definitive. It may be necessary to make alterations to the details shown on this drawing at the discretion of the contractor provided to the contractor.
3. The sizes of all the channels shown are only indicative and are subject to change.
4. This drawing to be read in conjunction with all other drawings and subject to changes.
5. The principal contractor is required to ensure that previous and adjacent roads are maintained and based on information received (C2 Returns) from Service Undertakers (C2 Returns) from Service Undertakers (C2 Returns) from Service Undertakers (C2 Returns) from Service Undertakers.
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